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A novel mechanism is unveiled to explain why
a pro-mutagenic nucleotide lesion (oxidized guanine, 8-oxoG) causes the mammalian DNA repair
polymerase-␤ (pol-␤) to rapidly transition to an inactive open conformation. The mechanism involves
unexpected features revealed recently in time-lapse
crystallography. Specifically, a delicate water network associated with a lesion-stabilizing auxilliary
product ion Mg(p) triggers a cascade of events that
leads to poor active site geometry and the rupture of
crucial molecular interactions between key residues
in both the anti(8-oxoG:C) and syn(8-oxoG:A) systems. Once the base pairs in these lesioned systems
are broken, dislocation of both Asp192 (a metal coordinating ligand) and the oxoG phosphate group (PO4 )
interfere with the hydrogen bonding between Asp192
and Arg258, whose rotation toward Asp192 is crucial
to the closed-to-open enzyme transition. Energetically, the lesioned open states are similar in energy
to those of the corresponding closed complexes after chemistry, in marked contrast to the unlesioned
pol-␤ anti(G:C) system, whose open state is energetically higher than the closed state. The delicate
surveillance system offers a fundamental protective
mechanism in the cell that triggers DNA repair events
which help deter insertion of oxidized lesions.
INTRODUCTION
DNA polymerase ␤ (pol-␤), a member of the X-family of
DNA polymerases, is the smallest eukaryotic cellular DNA
polymerase (1). Pol-␤ plays a crucial role in DNA repair
synthesis during base excision repair (BER) (2–4) that is essential for the maintenance of the genome of living organ* To

isms. Malfunction of pol-␤ has been suggested to trigger
premature aging, neurological diseases and various cancers
(5–12).
Many aspects of the nucleotide insertion pathway by pol␤ have been investigated by kinetic (13–14), structural (15–
16) and computational (17–18) studies. The catalytic cycle of this enzyme involves well known steps (19). Pol-␤
binds DNA to form an open binary substrate complex and
to the 2 -deoxyribonucleoside 5 -triphosphate (dNTP) to
form the ternary complex. This open ternary complex undergoes a conformational change to form a closed ternary
complex that aligns catalytic groups for the chemical reaction. In the closed ternary complex, the nucleotide binding
metal ion (Mg(n)) coordinates Asp190, Asp192 and nonbridging oxygens on the phosphate groups of the incoming dNTP, while the catalytic metal ion (Mg(c)) coordinates
Asp190, Asp192 and Asp256, and a non-bridging oxygen
of P␣ (dNTP). This highly organized active site facilitates
the nucleotidyl transfer reaction where the 3 -oxyanion of
the primer strand attacks P␣ of the incoming dNTP to extend the primer strand and form the ternary product complex (20–21). After chemistry, pol-␤ transitions to the open
enzyme form and releases pyrophosphate (PPi ) and ions.
DNA polymerase substrate discrimination is thought to
involve conformational adjustments that include open and
closed subdomain transitions and is related to a hybrid
induced-fit/conformational sampling mechanism (22–31).
The recruitment of complementary nucleotides for insertion
opposite the template base is about 250000 times more accurate than incorrect nucleotide insertion (e.g., dATP opposite G), which is believed to misalign catalytic components
and thereby hamper insertion (32).
One of the most common sources of DNA damage comes
from reactive oxygen species generated from aerobic respiration and other environmental assaults (33–35). A common form of oxidized guanine is 8-oxo-7, 8-dihydro-2 deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG), found in DNA, and also as a
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tems exhibit mixed features of both the G:C and A:G systems (41).
For the G:C system, the novel product-associated metal
ion (product ion, Mg(p)) includes the extended primer terminus (dGMP), PPi , Mg(n) and a monovalent ion (Nac ) in
the catalytic metal binding site (PDB index: 4KLJ, Supplementary Figure S1A, upper panel) (16). When this product complex transitions to the open conformation, the PPi ,
Mg(n), Mg(p) and NaC dissociate from the complex, and
the nascent Watson–Crick base pairing between the inserted
nucleotide and template base remains intact (PDB index:
1BPZ, Supplementary Figure S1A lower panel).
In contrast, the product complex of the A:G system exhibits poor active site geometry and opens rapidly (PDB index: 4KLU, Supplementary Figure S1D lower panel) (16).
The corresponding closed product complex contains the nucleotide metal ion and PPi , but not the product ion (PDB
index: 4KLT, Supplementary Figure S1D, upper panel).
Both lesioned product complexes in the closed conformations contain the Mg(n), a sodium ion in the catalytic
metal site, the third metal Mg(p) and PPi like the unlesioned
G:C system (PDB index: 4UB3 and 4UAY, upper panel of
Supplementary Figure S1B and C) (41). The oxoG(anti) nucleotide forms a Watson–Crick base pair with C, while the
oxoG(syn) forms a Hoogsteen base pair with A. However,
unlike the G:C system, both lesioned systems rapidly reopen
and release the metal ions and PPi (PDB index: 4UB2 and
4UB1, lower panel of Supplementary Figure S1B and C).
In addition, the base pairs between oxoG(anti) and C and
oxoG(syn) and A are lost. Therefore, oxoG opposite C or
A causes instability within the active site and induces rapid
opening (41).
Why does the oxoG(syn- and anti-) insertion exhibit characteristics of correct nucleotide insertion on one hand (ion
binding and stable base pairing in the closed conformation)
but incorrect insertion on the other hand (lack of base pairing and rapid reopening in the open conformation)? How
does oxoG(anti) insertion opposite C trigger the rapid reopening even as it forms a Watson–Crick base pair in the
closed product complex? What molecular events and corresponding energy landscapes are associated with these opening conformational pathways?
To answer these questions, we apply transition path sampling (TPS) simulations to study the post-chemistry conformational changes of three systems based on three crystallographic reference structures––G:C, oxoG(anti):C and
oxoG(syn):A––and report their molecular events, pathways
and energy landscapes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Initial systems
We use three sets of pol-␤ systems for the closed and
open conformations of G:C (dGMP:C, PDB index: 4KLJ
(closed) and 1BPZ (open)), oxoG:C (PDB index: 4UB3
(closed) and 4UB2 (open)) and oxoG:A (PDB index: 4UAY
(closed) and 4UB1 (open)). For comparison with oxoG systems, the initial dCMP:G base pair after chemistry is replaced by dGMP:C. All systems are solvated with TIP3P
water molecules. The smallest image distance between the
solute and the faces of the periodic cubic cell is set to 18 Å.
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modified nucleotide (8-oxodGTP) (36) in the dNTP pool.
In general, 8-oxoG in DNA and 8-oxodGTP are potentially dangerous and can lead to human diseases due to
polymerase replication or repair errors (37–38). Errors stem
from the dual coding potential dictated by the anti- or synglycosidic conformation of the oxidized guanine base (39).
The fidelity of dATP insertion opposite 8-oxoG for pol-␤
is ∼2 (40), while the fidelity of 8-oxodGTP incorporation
opposite A is <2 (41).
Both anti- and syn-conformations of 8-oxoG are observed both in DNA (i.e., as the templating base) and as
a modified incoming nucleotide in the confines of the pol␤ active site (40–45). Before dNTP binds to pol-␤, an 8oxoG template of DNA in the binary open pol-␤ complex has both anti- and syn-conformations (42). As pol-␤
forms the ternary structure, dCTP forms a Watson–Crick
interaction with the 8-oxoG(anti), while dATP forms a
Hoogsteen base pair with 8-oxoG(syn) (42). When 8-oxoG
is in an anti-conformation, its O8 atom can clash with
the negatively charged phosphate group. However, a local
change of the phosphate backbone relieves this clash to
maintain proper Watson–Crick interactions between dCTP
and 8-oxoG(anti) (40). Kinetic and computational studies
have shown that dCTP insertion opposite an 8-oxoG(anti)
template is more favorable than that of dATP(anti) opposite 8-oxoG(syn) (43–45). When 8-oxodGTP binds to
pol-␤, the formation of 8-oxoG(anti) opposite template C
shows significantly lower insertion efficiency than that of
8-oxodGTP(syn) opposite template A (42). The low insertion efficiency of the 8-oxodGTP(anti) is due to distortion
of the active site through a clash between the phosphate
group (i.e., P␣ ) and the O8 atom. Recently, X-ray crystallography and computational studies have revealed that a
metal ion located near P␣ of the incoming 8-oxodGTP(anti)
can stabilize the active site (41). The syn-conformation of 8oxoG in the template strand results in G to T transversions
(46), while that of 8-oxoG in the primer strand generates
A to C transversions (47–48) during subsequent rounds of
DNA replication. Because alterations in DNA sequence can
lead to human disease and cell death (37), it is important to
understand how polymerases like the repair enzyme pol-␤
replicates DNA with oxidized substrates (damaged DNA
and nucleotide pools).
Recent structural snapshots of pol-␤ undergoing chemistry using time-lapse X-ray crystallography for four systems have revealed surprising structural features. These systems include insertion of dCMP opposite G and misinsertion of dAMP opposite G (16), as well as 8-oxodGMP(anti)
insertion opposite C and 8-oxodGMP(syn) insertion opposite A (41). We refer to these systems as G:C[In our computational study, we modified the identity of the correct base
pair insertion as outlined in Materials and Methods to examine G or modified G incorporation.], A:G, oxoG(anti):C
and oxoG(syn):A, respectively (16,41). The four complexes
reveal different behavior and raise intriguing questions regarding the role of an adjunct metal ion as well as the mechanism of oxoG discrimination. Whereas the G:C system
exhibits a stable active site geometry with a third product
metal ion, the A:G system exhibits poor geometry, no product metal and rapid reopening (16). The two lesioned sys-
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Neutralizing ions (Na+ ) and 150 mM NaCl are added to all
three systems.
Minimization and dynamics

TPS
The initial trajectories that connect the closed to open conformations during the opening transition are obtained by
TMD simulations. During the TMD simulations, as the
closed pol-␤ in each test set is changed to open conformation, Mg(n), Mg(p), NaC and PPi are removed from the active site and displaced 16 Å away from the pol-␤ surface
so that the ions and PPi are out of the interaction range
from the pol-␤ when pol is completely open. From the initial TMD trajectories, each transition region is selected, and
unconstrained dynamics simulations are applied to generate
new physical and unbiased trajectories to connect the closed
and open states. The sole purpose of the TMD is to generate
initial points for the TPS simulations. Since the TPS simulations use these initial conformations with various configurational and momenta perturbations in a process similar to
a Monte Carlo process in MD trajectory space, the choice
of starting points does not affect the final pathway. Because
of the way TPS is formulated, any initial path can be used to
‘harvest’ trajectories. The choice of initial point affects the
computational time to generate a trajectory that captures
a transition state, but not the nature of the transition state
per se (64). The theoretical grounding of TPS is described
in detail in ref. (65).

Free energy computation by BOLAS
The free energy barriers for transition states are evaluated using the ‘BOLAS’ protocol (70), an efficient procedure for computing free energies with relatively low error
bars using the TPS trajectory harvesting idea. To calculate the free energy for each subpath, 600–1000 trajectories for each transition state (6–10 overlapping windows,
100 trajectories per window) are collected. The potential of
mean force plots obtained for each window are combined by
adding/subtracting a constant to match the free energy values of the overlapping region. The free energy barriers for
the conformational transitions are then calculated from the
free energy plots. The error bar for the free energy calculations is determined by repeating umbrella sampling on one
window of a transition for 10 times with the same initial trajectory but different starting pseudorandom numbers. From
these calculations, the standard deviation for each barrier
(2−3 kB T) is obtained and listed as the error bar in Table
2. Our BOLAS protocol is currently implemented in the
NAMD.
RESULTS
TPS simulations allow us to follow the conformational
pathway between two experimental endpoints. As shown for
the closing conformational pathway of pol-␤ before chemistry (65), conformational closing involves a directed sequence of local checkpoints or gates (30,31) including, in
turn, N-subdomain closing, Arg192 flip, Arg258 rotation,
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All systems are minimized with fixed positions for all heavy
atoms of pol-␤ and DNA for 10 000 steps. The equilibration process is started with a 200 ps simulation at 300 K
using Langevin dynamics, while keeping all heavy atoms
of pol-␤ and DNA fixed (49). This is followed by unconstrained minimization consisting of 20000 steps. The systems are then equilibrated for 500 ps at constant pressure
and temperature. Pressure is maintained at 1 atm using
Langevin piston method and the temperature is maintained
at 300 K using weakly coupled Langevin dynamics of nonhydrogen atoms with a damping coefficient of 10 ps−1 . The
systems are simulated in periodic boundary conditions with
full electrostatics computed using the particle mesh Ewald
(PME) method (50). The equilibrated systems are subjected
to targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulations (see
below for details). All MD simulations for this study including TPS simulations are performed by the NAMD (51)
simulation package with the CHARMM36 force field (52–
58). The treatment of divalent ions is indeed less accurate
than monovalent ions, but force fields need not be perfect
to be valuable (59). The energetics of divalent ions are described by the phenomenological Lennard–Jones potential
and Coulombic interactions (60–63). Thus, while data generated for divalent ions with these force fields are generally
useful and informative, ligand/ion distances may be shorter
than those observed in high resolution X-ray crystal structures. Because our study compares the behavior associated
with divalent ions on different systems, we believe that those
trends among closely-related systems are meaningful.

The appropriate order parameters for TPS simulations
are chosen from the crystallographic data (16,41), molecular dynamics (17,18) and prior TPS studies (45,65–68).
These works have shown that key active site residues
(Asp190, Asp192, Arg258 and Phe272) and metal ions motions serve as measures of pol-␤ closing pathway before
chemistry. In this work, we assess the values associated with
these residues, base pair breaking, and the two metal ion
motions (Mg(p) and Mg(n)). The complete set of order parameters is listed in Table 1.
The atomic momenta of the selected region are perturbed
and integrated by the Newtonian equations of motion forward and backward over short trajectories of length 5–20
ps. Using the newly generated physical trajectory as starting
trajectory, we apply transition path sampling to each individual conformational change with the shooting and shifting algorithm and a Monte Carlo protocol (65). The entire
process is performed using a PERL script that interfaces
with NAMD. The Verlet integrator in NAMD with a time
step of 1 fs is used to generate the individual MD trajectories in TPS (64,69). All other parameters are the same as
those in the equilibration process. To obtain an acceptance
rate of 30–45% in TPS, the momentum perturbation magnitudes (dP) of each transition state are varied from 0.001
to 0.005 amu·Å/fs. To identify the transition states, 100 accepted trajectories for each transition state are collected. In
our study, TPS simulations are applied to only the major
transition events, such as the rotation of key residues in the
active site, base pair breaking and the dissociations of metal
ions (Table 1).
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Table 1. Transition states properties for the opening conformational profile of the G:C and oxoG Pol-␤ systems
Event

 -order parameter

 max state A

 min state B

Arg258 initial flip
Phe272

Dihedral angle C␥ ––C␦ ––N⑀ ––C
Dihedral angle C␣ ––C␤ ––C␥ ––C␦2

Asp190
Asp192

Dihedral angle N––C␣ ––C␤ ––C␥
Dihedral angle C␥ ––C␤ ––C␣ ––C

200◦ (G:C, oxoG:C, oxoG:A)
130◦ (G:C)
210◦ (oxoG:C)
110◦ (oxoG:A)
210◦ (G:C)
100◦ (oxoG:C)
90◦ (oxoG:A)
100◦ (G:C, oxoG:C)
110◦ (oxoG:A)
4.2 Å (G:C)
4.0 Å (oxoG:C, oxoG:A)
4.5 Å (G:C)
3.3 Å (oxoG:C)
4.4 Å (oxoG:A)
3.0 Å (oxoG:C)
3.4 Å (oxoG:A)

Arg258 second flip

Dihedral angle C␥ ––C␦ ––N⑀ ––C

Mg(p) dissociation

Distance of Mg(p) to P atom at dGMP and oxoG

280◦ (G:C, oxoG:C, oxoG:A)
190◦ (G:C)
270◦ (oxoG:C)
210◦ (oxoG:A)
290◦ (G:C)
170◦ (oxoG:C)
160◦ (oxoG:A)
180◦ (G:C, oxoG:C)
210◦ (oxoG:A)
1.9 Å (G:C, oxoG:C, oxoG:A)

Mg(n) dissociation

Distance of Mg(n) to OD2 atom at Asp192

1.9 Å (G:C, oxoG:C, oxoG:A)

Base pair breaking

Distance of H1 (oxoG(anti)) to N3 of CYT6
Distance of H7 (oxoG(syn)) to N1 of ADE6

2.0 Å (oxoG:C, oxoG:A)

The opening conformational pathway for the G:C system
The conformational opening pathway of the pol-␤ system
after chemistry is shown in Figure 1A. From the bimodality of the probability distribution (Supplementary Figure
S3), we see that the sequence of transition states (TS) from
closed to open state is: Arg258 partial flip (TS1), Mg(p) ion
dissociation (TS2), Phe272 rotation (TS3), Mg(n) ion dissociation (TS4), Asp190 flip (TS5) and Arg258 full flip (TS6).
This sequence for the opening conformational change after
chemistry (rearrangements for Arg258, Phe272 and Mg(n))
occurs in a reverse order of transition states compared to
the closing conformational pathway before chemistry (65).
For each transition state, snapshots before and after transitions are shown in Figure 1A. The first step is Arg258’s
partial flip (TS1). As Mg(p) dissociates from the dGMP
phosphate group, we see that the water shell, which is coordinated with Mg(p), also separates from dGMP (TS2 in
Figure 1A). When the Mg(p)-water shell is released from
the binding site, no major interaction between the water
shell and the dGMP base is disrupted; the Watson–Crick
base pair interaction between dGMP and C is well maintained. Following the Mg(p) ion dissociation, Phe272 rotates (TS3 in Figure 1A) and creates space for the Arg258
flip. As Mg(n) dissociates from the binding site, Asp192
approaches Arg258 (TS4 in Figure 1A). The short distance between Asp192 and Arg258 initiates a hydrogen
bond interaction between OD1 (Asp192) and HH12-NH1
(Arg258), which triggers the flipping of Arg258 (TS6 in Fig-

ure 1A) and formation of an additional hydrogen bond interaction with Asp256 following flipping of Asp190 (TS5).
Multiple hydrogen bond interactions between Arg258 and
Asp192/Asp256 combined with the stable Watson–Crick
base pair interaction between dGMP and C present a wellmaintained active site geometry in the pol-␤ system during
the entire opening conformational pathway.
The opening conformational pathway for the oxoG(anti):C
system
From the probability distributions of the order parameters
for the transition states in the oxoG(anti):C system (Supplementary Figure S4), we observe a different sequence of transition states after chemistry compared to the G:C system:
Arg258 partial flip (TS1), Phe272 rotation (TS2), Mg(p)
ion dissociation (TS3), Watson–Crick base pair breaking
between oxoG(anti) and C (TS4), Arg258 full flip (TS5),
Asp192 flip (TS6) and Mg(n) ion dissociation (TS7). Compared to the G:C unlesioned system, the major differences
are nascent base pair breaking in the middle of the conformational change and Mg(n) ion dissociation at the last
step. These combined factors trigger rapid opening in the
oxoG(anti):C system.
In more detail, the Arg258 partial flip (TS1) is followed
by the Phe272 rotation (TS2). The Mg(p) ion bound to
the oxoG phosphate group remains coordinated with water
molecules and forms a water shell. One water molecule in
the water shell forms a hydrogen bond interaction with the
O8 atom in oxoG and stabilizes the anti-conformation (Figure 2A, top image). The Mg(p) ion and hydrogen bonding
with the water shell also reduce the electrostatic clash between O5’ and O8, so that the two oxygen atoms (O5’ and
O8) of oxoG maintain a relatively short distance (∼3.0 Å)
(TS2 in Supplementary Figure S5A). As the Mg(p) ion dissociates from the binding site, the associated water shell is
disrupted (TS3 in Figures 1B and 2A). This dissociation of
the Mg(p)-water shell combined with the electrostatic clash
between the phosphate group and O8 leads to a rotation of
the oxoG base so that its  angle increases (TS4 in Supplementary Figure S5B). The distance between O5’ and O8
subsequently increases to ∼4 Å. This unstable configuration of the oxoG system causes base pair breaking between
oxoG(anti) and C (TS4, Figures 1B and 2A, bottom image). Once broken, the  angle decreases and the distance
between O5’ and O8 remains large (∼4.5 Å) (TS5 in Sup-
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Phe272 flip and ion rearrangement. Moreover, while the
closed and open states before chemistry are energetically
equal for correct base pair insertion (G:C), the closed state
is higher in energy for the incorrect, mismatched system
(G:A), thereby hampering chemistry (66). See Supplementary Figure S2 here. This energetic trend also explains behavior for the pol-␤ E295K mutant (67) and 8-oxoG template pol-␤ systems (dCTP:8-oxoG and dATP:8-oxoG) before chemistry (45).
Here, we show that the opening conformational change
after chemistry for the G:C system essentially reverses the
local motions found in the closing before chemistry (Figure 1A). For the lesioned systems, release of the product ion
triggers base pair rupturing via a network of water interactions (Figure 2) and does not follow an uphill energy path
like the G:C system (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Snapshots of transition states during the opening conformational pathway of the (A) G:C, (B) oxoG(anti):C and (C) oxoG(syn):A pol-␤ systems.
The active site geometries before and after each transition are aligned and superimposed with each other. The residues before each transition are shown in
light red and those of after are indicated with a multi-color code based on atom type. Two metal ions, Mg(n) and Mg(p) are indicated by green and blue,
respectively.
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Table 2. Free energy barrier and rate kTST estimated by transition state theory
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plementary Figure S5). Therefore, the dissociation of the
Mg(p) ion triggers an electrostatic clash between the phosphate group and O8 and causes the destabilization and rupture of the base pair between oxoG(anti) and C. Once broken, Arg258 flips (TS5 in Figure 1B). However, because
Arg258 is too far from Asp192 and Asp256, and Asp192
cannot approach Arg258 because of the bound Mg(n) ion,
Arg258 and Asp192 do not form a hydrogen bond. Interestingly, the overall characteristics of the active site geometry
at TS5 are very similar to those of the closed product com-

plex in the mismatched pol-␤ system (Supplementary Figure S1D), in terms of the configurations of Arg258, Phe272
and Asp192, broken base pair, and the bound Mg(n) ion
at Asp192. Thus, beyond TS5, the opening conformational
pathway in the oxoG(anti) pol-␤ system resembles that of
the mismatched system, which opens rapidly. After Arg258
flips, Asp192 rotates (TS6 in Figure 1B) and Mg(n) dissociates (TS7 in Figure 1B); the slight shift of Asp192 toward
Arg258 forms a hydrogen bond interaction with Arg258.
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The opening conformational pathway of the oxoG(syn):A system
For the lesioned oxoG(syn):A system, the base pair is broken earlier in the opening conformational changes, so that
the sequence of transition states is (Figure 1C; see Supplementary Figure S6 for the probability distributions):
Arg258 partial flip (TS1), Hoogsteen base pair breaking between oxoG(syn) and A (TS2), Mg(p) ion dissocia-

tion (TS3), Phe272 rotation (TS4), Arg258 full flip (TS5),
Asp192 flip (TS6) and Mg(n) ion release (TS7). Thus, a different role of the Mg(p)-water shell complex in this Hoogsteen base paired system causes the base pair to break
(TS2).
As shown in the X-ray structure of the oxoG:A, a relatively weak Hoogsteen base pair interaction can be stabilized by a hydrogen bond interaction between O1P at
the phosphate group and H22-N2 atoms in the oxoG(syn)-
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Figure 2. The base pair breaking mechanism of oxoG(anti):C (left) and oxoG(syn):A (right) pol-␤ systems. The Mg(p) metal ion is shown as a blue sphere.
The red dashed line and yellow circle indicate hydrogen bonding interactions. The black dashed lines are distance measurements between atoms. (A) In
the oxoG(anti):C system, the Mg(p) ion stabilizes the base pair interaction by reducing electrostatic repulsion between O8 of the guanine residue and the
phosphate group and strengthening the hydrogen bonding interaction between a water molecule and O8 (top image). After the Mg(p) ion dissociates, both
the distance between O8 and the phosphate group and the glycosyl angle  increase so that the base pair interaction is destabilized (middle image). The
base pair then breaks and the  angle adjusts slightly (bottom image). (B) In the oxoG(syn):A system, the syn-conformation is stabilized by the hydrogen
bonding interaction between N2 of the guanine residue and O2P of the phosphate group (top image). Because the water molecules that coordinate Mg(p)
are also located between the phosphate group and base, as water movement occurs, the hydrogen bonding interaction between N2 and O2P is broken and
the Hoogsteen base pair interaction is also broken (middle image). After the Mg(p) ion dissociates, the hydrogen bonding interaction between N2 and O2P
cannot be recovered, and the Hoogsteen base pair remains broken.
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conformation (TS2 in Figures 1C and 2B, top image). However, water molecules that coordinate with the Mg(p) ion
interfere and break the hydrogen bond interaction between
O1P and N2. As a result, the Hoogsteen base pair is destabilized and broken as the Mg(p)-water shell forms between
the O1P and N2 atoms (TS2 in Figures 1C and 2B, middle image). Once the oxoG(syn):A base pair is broken, the
Mg(p)-water shell dissociates from the binding site (TS3,
Figure 1C). The rotation of Phe272 at TS4 vacates space
for the Arg258 flip (TS5, Figure 1C). However, as observed
in the oxoG(anti):C pol-␤ system, Arg258 is too far to
form hydrogen bond interactions with Asp192 and Asp256.
Thus, the characteristics of the active site geometry in the
oxoG(syn):A system also resemble those of the mismatched
A:G system (Supplementary Figure S1D) in terms of the geometry of Asp256, Asp 192 and Arg258, broken base pair,
and the bound Mg(n) ion at Asp192. After Arg258 flips,
Asp192 rotates while still bound to the Mg(n) ion (TS6 in
Figure 1C). As the Mg(n) ion dissociates from the binding
site of Asp192, Asp192 rotates toward Arg258 and forms
a weak hydrogen bond interaction with Asp258. Therefore,
the oxoG(syn):A pol-␤ system also exhibits poor active site
geometry during the opening conformational change.

Free energy profiles of the G:C and two oxoG systems
The free energy profiles of the G:C and two oxoG pol-␤ systems in Figure 3 are calculated by BOLAS protocol. The
free energy values of each transition in the three systems are
listed in Table 2. The free energy analysis is performed for
each system separately with respect to its starting state. The
initial energies for the closed state after chemistry for each
lesioned system are shown (zero value references) in Figure
3.

In the beginning of opening pathway for the G:C system,
the partial flip of Arg258 (TS1) has a larger energy barrier
(∼3 kB T,) than that in the two oxoG systems. Although the
events of metal ion dissociations from each system occur in
different transition order, the dissociations of metal ions in
all three systems have consistent high free energy characteristics. The free energy barriers of Mg(p) and Mg(n) dissociations from each system are ∼12–13 kB T and ∼10–11 kB T,
respectively (Table 2). These free energy patterns of metal
ion dissociations during the opening pathway after chemistry are opposite those in the closing pathway of the pol-␤
before chemistry (68).
Other barriers for the G:C substrate pol-␤ system are 6
kB T, 6 kB T and 4 kB T for Phe272, Asp190 and Arg258 second flips, respectively. Following this last transition, the free
energy of the G:C pol-␤ remains 13 kB T higher than the beginning of the opening pathway (Figure 3). Therefore, overall, the free energy of the G:C system continues uphill as the
transitions evolve.
In the oxoG(anti) system, the free energy remains at the
same level following the Phe272 flip (TS2), while base pair
breaking in the oxoG(syn) system (TS2) increases the free
energy of the system by ∼2 kB T. As the Mg(p) ion dissociates from both systems (TS3), the difference in free energy
between oxoG(anti) and oxoG(syn) remains at the same
level (2 kB T). As the base pair is broken in oxoG(anti) system (TS4), the free energy of the system decreases by 3 kB T,
while the Phe272 flip in the oxoG(syn) system decreases free
energy by 5 kB T. Thus, while both oxoG systems evolve differently between TS2 and TS4, the two systems’ free energy characteristics after TS4 are very similar (see Figure
3). The Hoogsteen base pair breaking in oxoG(syn) system
has a higher free energy barrier (8 kB T) than the Watson–
Crick base pair breaking in oxoG(anti) system (3 kB T). The
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Figure 3. The free energy profiles of the G:C (black line), oxoG(anti):C (red line) and oxoG(syn):A (blue line) pol-␤ systems. The transition T2 and T4
in oxoG(anti):C and oxoG(syn):A systems are indicated with red and blue, respectively, while all other transition states, which are identical between two
oxoG systems are indicated with violet.
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DISCUSSION
We can understand the opening conformational pathway
after chemistry by examining the closing conformational
pathway before chemistry. In both cases, the sequence of
side-chain and ion transitions presents a cascade of checkpoints to direct the pathway. In the open state of pol-␤ before chemistry, Arg258 interacts with Asp192, before the
nucleotide and catalytic metal ions bind to Asp192. As the
conformation of pol-␤ changes to the closed form, Asp192
flips and Arg258 loses the interaction with Asp192. The rotation of Phe272 blocks the interaction between Arg258 and
Asp192. The flipped Arg258 forms hydrogen bond interactions with Glu295/Tyr296, while Asp192 remains bound to
the nucleotide and catalytic metal ions for the chemical reaction (71). During the opening conformational pathway
after chemistry with the G:C system, those events eventually
reverse. Here, the dissociation of the Mg(p)-water shell does
not affect the Watson–Crick base pair interactions between
dGMP and C for the G:C system, since there is no major interaction between the dGMP base and the water shell
(TS2, Figure 1A). Phe272 rotates and permits interactions
between Arg258 and Asp192 (TS3, Figure 1A). The Mg(n)
ion then dissociates from the binding site of Asp192 (TS4,
Figure 1A), Asp192 moves toward Arg258, and forms multiple hydrogen bond interactions with it. As Arg258 flips,

stable hydrogen bond interactions with Asp192 and Asp256
(TS6, Figure 1A) result. Therefore, the precise behavior of
key residues (Asp192, Arg258 and Phe272) and proper order of metal ion dissociations in the G:C system are key elements that optimize substrate discrimination before and
after chemistry. The significance of the key residues in the
G:C system before the opening conformation pathway and
after the Arg258 flip (TS5) is illustrated in Figure 4A.
The dissociation of the Mg(p) and Mg(n) ions performs
a crucial role in the opening conformational pathways of
both oxoG systems. As the Mg(p)-water shell dissociates
from the binding site, the base pair between oxoG(anti) and
C is destabilized and broken by the electrostatic repulsion
between the phosphate group and O8 atoms (Figure 2A);
for the syn-system, the bound Mg(p)-water shell destabilizes and breaks the Hoogsteen base pair of the oxoG(syn)
and A by interfering instead with the hydrogen bond interaction between O1P and N2 atoms (Figure 2B). After the
base pair is broken and Arg258 flips, the active site geometries of both oxoG systems are significantly distorted (Figure 4B and C). When Arg258 flips, the dislocated phosphate
group due to the broken base pair influences the location of
Asp192 via the bound Mg(n) ion. This geometry positions
Asp192 out of interaction range from Arg258 (Figure 4B
and C). In addition, for the oxoG(syn):A system, the interaction between Arg258 and Glu295 is maintained even after
Arg258 flips. When the Mg(n) is released from the systems
at the last transition event, Asp192 begins to establish an interaction with Arg258 (Figure 1B and C). Therefore, as the
transition states evolve during the opening conformational
pathway in the oxoG systems, the active site geometries of
both oxoG systems are significantly distorted and the key
molecular interactions between Asp192 and Arg258 cannot
form. In addition, the configuration of the active site geometry when Arg258 flips resembles that of the mismatched
A:G system, which opens rapidly. Therefore, the absence of
crucial molecular interactions between key residues in both
oxoG systems causes rapid opening, resembling that of the
mismatched A:G system.
Before chemistry, the electrostatic clash between the O8
atom and the phosphate group of oxoG results in a the
lower insertion efficiency of oxoG(anti) opposite C than
oxoG(syn) insertion opposite A (72). The X-ray structures
and MD simulations from our previous work (41) showed
that the product ion Mg(p) and associated water shell compensate for the electrostatic clash and stabilize the anticonformation during the closing pathway before chemistry. Here, we propose that the Mg(p) and associated water shell have a crucial role in destabilizing the oxoG base
pair during the opening conformational change after chemistry and trigger rapid opening. In the oxoG(anti):C system,
the Mg(p) ion stabilizes the anti-conformation by reducing electrostatic repulsion between O8 atom in the base and
the phosphate group of oxoG(anti). As Mg(p) dissociates
from the binding site, the electrostatic repulsion destabilizes Watson–Crick hydrogen bond interactions and causes
base breaking (Figure 2A). In contrast, the Mg(p) ion in the
oxoG(syn):A system destabilizes the Hoogsteen base pair
by interfering with the hydrogen bond interaction between
N2 of the base and its phosphate group, which stabilizes
the Hoogsteen base pair (Figure 2B). These subtle inter-
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electrostatic repulsion between O8 and the phosphate in the
anti- system after Mg(p) dissociation causes the Watson–
Crick base pair to break and reduces the free energy barrier. In addition, the free energy of the oxoG(anti) system
after base pair breaking decreases by 5 kB T, probably due to
the relaxation of the electrostatic repulsion and base stacking, while that of the oxoG(syn) system increases 2 kB T.
The Arg258 flips in the two oxoG systems are energetically
less favorable than for the G:C system which is energetically
more favorable and stable due to multiple hydrogen bond
interactions.
Besides the Mg(p) and Mg(n) dissociations, most transition events in the two oxoG systems do not increase the
overall free energy while those of the G:C proceed uphill.
This trend is evident
from Table 2, which shows that the

barri er
reverse
barrier
βF
is higher than the forward barB→A


barri er
for the key active site residues in the two
rier βFA→B
oxoG systems, while the pattern is reversed in the G:C system. In addition, compared to the G:C system, the free energy landscapes of the two oxoG systems have a lower maximum barrier (18 kB T versus 10 kB T) as well as a 8 kB T
lower final state than the G:C system. These trends explain
the more rapid opening of both oxoG systems compared
to G:C. These energy trends corroborate our earlier studies
and predictions regarding uphill/downhill energy trends as
related to the conformational change (66,67). Thus, the important conclusion from the free energy calculations is that
the free energies of the last transition in both oxoG systems
are almost the same or slightly lower than the corresponding first transition, while the free energy of the G:C system
increases as transitions progress. Therefore, the free energy
profile of G:C indicates that the system energetically prefers
the closed state while the two oxoG systems prefer the open
state.
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Figure 4. The configuration of key residues in the active sites of (A) the G:C, (B) oxoG(anti):C and (C) oxoG(syn):A pol-␤ systems. Structures on the left
and right correspond to before opening conformational pathway, and the after Arg258 flip, respectively. The red dashed lines and yellow regions indicate
hydrogen bond interactions between atoms. The black dashed lines indicate long distances which do not allow hydrogen bond interactions.

actions promote rapid reopening of the lesioned systems,
while other side chains rearrange in an orchestrated cascade.
The free energy characteristics between the G:C and two
oxoG systems are also illuminating. The free energy of the
G:C system shows an overall uphill pattern so that the open
conformation is 8 kB T higher than the closed state, while
the closed and open states for both oxoG systems are about
equal in energy, supporting the rapid reopening. In addition, despite different nucleotide insertions, the free energies
for the oxoG(anti):C and oxoG(syn):A systems are overall

similar. These free energy profiles indicate that the opening
conformational change after chemistry is hampered for the
unlesioned system by the relatively stable active site geometry of the closed conformation with respect to the open
state. In contrast, the lesioned systems rapidly open due to
the unstable active site and the rupture of crucial molecular interactions associated with the oxoG base pairs, Mg(p)
ions and water shells. Thus, conformational changes following nucleotide insertion depend on the identity of the incoming nucleotide, as well as the Watson–Crick hydrogen
bond interactions with the nascent base pair.
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As a summary, Figure 5 compares the opening mechanism of the unlesioned G:C pol-␤ system (top image) to
that of the lesioned oxoG(anti):C system (bottom). When
the Mg(p)-water shell is released from the unlesioned pol␤ system, no significant disruptions occur between the water shell and dGMP; the Watson-Crick base pair interaction between dGMP and C remains intact (Figure 5A and
B). The location of the phosphate group maintained by the
Watson-Crick base pair stabilizes the active site geometry as
the transition states evolve. After the nucleotide metal ion
(Mg(n)) dissociates from Asp192, Asp192 relocates and approaches Arg258. The short distance between Asp192 and
Arg258 seals hydrogen bond interactions which trigger the
rotation of Arg258 (Figure 5C).
In contrast, as the Mg(p)-water shell dissociates from the
oxoG(anti):C system, the electrostatic repulsion between

the phosphate group and the O8 atom in the oxoG causes
the Watson–Crick base pair to break (Figure 5D and E).
Once broken, the phosphate group is dislocated and distorts
the active site. When Arg258 flips toward Asp192, Arg258
is too far from Asp192, so Arg258 and Asp192 do not form
a hydrogen bond (Figure 5F). Therefore, the broken base
pair, due to the Mg(p) ion dissociation, causes the cascade
of events leading to poor active site geometry and the rupture of crucial molecular interactions among key residues.
A similar cascade of distortions occur for the oxoG(syn):A
system (Figure 4C). Alanine substitution of Arg258 has
been shown to influence conformational steps before and
after the chemical step for insertion of a correct dNTP (73–
74).
Energetically, the lesioned open states are similar in energy to those of the corresponding closed complexes af-
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Figure 5. Summary of key structural and energetic aspects distinguishing the opening conformational change of the lesioned versus unlesioned pol-␤
systems. In particular, we highlight differences associated with Mg(p) binding and its associated water shell. See text for details.
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